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“THE EURO BLAG BLOG” (and “The law of Unintended Consequences”)

Advertisement 

“Want to wow follow dinner party guests, enthral strangers on trains, be the envy of the Golf Club, 
then read “how to blag” understanding Europe.

“How to blag it” is endorsed by the former CEO of a large UK concern.

“Listen its simple right, sound knowledgeable, honest and confident and people will believe anything 
you say, it worked for me for 10 years in office and I’m still using it now” – Tony B.

A further endorsement was available from a G ‘w’ B:

“Listen ya’all I can’t tie my own shoe laces and this helped me become President of the ‘friggin’ 
Country”

But as this individual has absolutely no credibility we decided not to use it.



Quick Euro Facts

Memorize the facts below and drop them artfully into conversation.

Member states 27 (Italy biggest member)

Motto United in Diversity (Ashley Banjo)

Anthem Ode to Joy Best Version by Beaker
German version Ode de 
Cologne

Official languages 23 (Soon only German)

Population 502.05 million 
(7% of world’s population)

(Berlosconi not counted as 
reclassified as a dirty old dog, 
Sarkozy only counted as a half)

GDP €15.82 Trillion
(20% of world GDP)

(Greece contribution €8.23 (no 
noughts)

Currency € (For now)

Member states in Euro 17 (for now)

Printing presses 1 (controlled by Germany)

Best Officials Name President Herman Van Rompey (known to friends as Pompey)

THE LAW OF UNINTENDED CONSEQUENCES 

Most countries within Europe have extraordinary histories.

Greece was the birthplace of democracy, a cultural and scholastic revelation and the second great 
civilization after Egypt.

Rome (Italy) was the next great civilisation and although many have asked “what have the Romans 
done for us”, and I was forced to try and learn Latin at School (which I couldn’t) it is perhaps the 
greatest of all the empires.

Spain was a great sea power in the middle ages and built an empire in South America.

Portugal and The Dutch at various times were great trading, sea faring nations of wealth and power.

France and England fought each other, mostly everyone else as well and both built empires in Africa, 
Britain creating a global empire that was only in the last 100 years replaced by the US as the pre-
eminent world power.



Germany in its current form was not complete until much later than many other European nations 
but its influence was profound in the 20th century and in the 21st it is now the power of Europe 
economically and politically.

Why did Europe become a Union?

Europe fought two wars in 50 years which cost them unimaginably both socially and financially.

After World War 2 everyone in mainland Europe recognised that World War III was not an option.

The increasing power of Russia and their land grab of Eastern Europe (East Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, Poland et al), meant Western Europe became the meat in the US – USSR super 
power sandwich.

So Western Europe understandable wanted to be a united club supporting and defending each other 
physically and economically.

The treaty of Rome (1958) was the start of this process formally creating the European Union.

From this time on membership enlarged, new treaties periodically being enacted, Maastricht in 1993 
being probably the most significant ceding sovereignty from member states to EU central authorities 
(and was the birth of the single Euro currency project).

The stated aims of the EU are to establish and maintain free movement of people, goods services 
and capital. To enact legislation to harmonize justice, to create common policies in trade, 
agriculture, fisheries and regional development.

So to summarise.

European countries banded together to prevent future conflict and better facilitate trade and 
mutual prosperity.

ALL VERY SENSIBLE.

So why is it now in a mess?

Social and economic engineering involving a single country is difficult; to attempt it for 27 countries 
including such distinctly different cultures as Germany, Greece, Ireland and Denmark is herculean.

As with all fundamentally sensible ideas (the EU is plainly a good idea in principle) the problems 
occur with the unintended consequences of the actions taken.

This is to say that it is good in the case of genetic engineering if say a new super breed of sheep -
immune from disease can be created, however if the “unintended consequences” of this is to 
mutate cows into killing machines which hunt humans then this is not good in aggregate (although 
the initial intentions were for good).

In the case of the European community (which before the 1990’s) was a trading block helping its 
members by harmonizing and facilitating commerce this was good and all was well. But then came 
the thought.

“How do we make it even better?”



The obvious single silver bullet answer to the question was to remove a major impediment to 
trading between member states, they all had different currencies; self-evidently just having one 
would be an improvement.

Along the same lines it would also be easier and fairer if all the members of the community signed 
up to abide by an enlarged set of club rules.

Both of these improvements seemed entirely sensible and theoretically they actually are.

The British who had fought most of Europe for 2000 years, and xenophobic by nature were not at all 
convinced that such changes were needed but this was probably as much from a “we don’t want 
Johnny Foreigner telling us what to do” perspective than a philosophical examination of the pros and 
cons of the arguments and possible long term outcomes.

Economic engineering

The “super sheep” begetting “killer cows” analogy used earlier is a flippant example of the 
exponential and unmappable consequences of altering the natural order of things.

In nature there is balance (if humans are not involved) with all species existing and evolving through 
natural selection. 

The consequential effects of engineering structural changes to an ecosystem (Europe) are in reality 
unknowable at outset (although this will not be admitted by advocates). 

This is the theory of the Butterfly’s wings or in pop culture the “Back to the Future” idea that one 
change in an event will alter the course of human history in totality (the “space time continuum”).

Another illustration is the creation and use of complex algorithms to predict markets. This has been 
shown to be flawed in that if 10 or 20 separate elements are factored into an equation and only one 
element behaves differently the compounding distortion effect is massive (if two misbehave then 
quantumly worse etc etc)

This in essence is the story of the CDO explosion that brought down Bear Sterns and Lehmann 
Brothers, they believed that algorithms could accurately map the future and “quantify risk” – they 
self-evidently didn’t.

“One currency”

Why was it thought a good idea?

Simply because it made everything easier – trade, travel, business planning etc.

Unintended consequences

This is easiest to understand from the perspective of GERMANY and GREECE who sit at opposite 
ends of the economic spectrum. 



Germany

Germany is a wonderful designer and manufacturer of goods. Its population is diligent, hardworking
and uninterested in fluff and frippery (as a generalisation).

Its housing market has experienced no bubble, personal debt is low and it has a community 
(nationalistic) spirit. 

Its currency, the Deutschmark was a reserve currency, highly valued, which made its goods more 
expensive to purchase and therefore suppressed exports.

The introduction of the Euro was therefore positive for Germany.

The value of the Euro was in theory the values of all Euro member currencies in aggregate so as the 
Deutschmark was previously the most expensive the euro reduced the cost of German goods around
the world when bought in Euros (this was less true initially but has become more marked (excuse 
the pun) as time has gone on.

This has allowed it to export more and helped its balance of payments.

The debt (Bunds) that Germany issues is deemed the most creditworthy in Europe so the interest 
rate cost has remained low.

I.e. lower currency and same low debt cost. WINNER!

With other countries this could have caused problems, a lower currency usually triggers inflation;
low interest rate costs usually cause asset price bubbles.

But this is Germany, they don’t want to borrow and consume, they save and invest so NOT A 
PROBLEM.

Greece

The Drachma was not a strong currency and borrowing was expensive as interest rates were high.

The Population is Latin in temperament, not that keen on paying tax, no great communality of 
National Identity and Purpose, no major manufacturing industry; their main industry is tourism and 
very much a cash based economy.

So before the Euro introduction the economy and population were constrained in terms of 
borrowing and spending by the natural order of economic factors.



Post Euro

As a Euro member the ability of Greece and Greeks to borrow at much lower costs (interest rates) 
exploded.

The market assumed that Euro members were effectively all joint and severally responsible for each 
other and therefore the economic halo effect of German parsimony rubbed off on Greece.

The natural desire to borrow money (to have new and improved stuff) is normally constrained by the 
cost of paying the debt interest, cut the interest costs in half and the natural reaction is to borrow 
twice as much or more (and the Greeks did not exercise restraint).

A fair question at this point is “why were they allowed to get into such a mess?”

This is always the question when a bubble or fad unravels. The tale of the “King’s new clothes” spoke 
to the same phenomenon.

Why when the king had been parading the streets “veg al fresco” for years had no-one said 
anything?  

The answer in the case of Greece is that it was not perceived as a problem prior to Lehman, the 
paradigm shifted and people started to look with fresh eyes at what had been staring them in the 
face.

“GREECE WAS BANKRUPT”

In case of emergency – Dial Nein, Nein, Nein

Realising this the markets effectively turned to Germany and said:

“One of the family has run up a huge credit card bill, you need to clear it for them, after all you are in 
the same club and you have the money”.

The German response was to say “distant relative not our problem”.

Cue market turmoil.

“Hang on you mean it’s not “one for all and all for one”, it’s everyone for themselves when it gets 
messy?”

The reality 

If Germany could walk away now it quite possible would.

But it can’t

The German predicament is simply this. If it allows the euro to fail (and by allowing this effectively 
means, does not pay up to fix it), then it will blow up its own economy at the same time.



Cause and effect

Germany goes back to the Deutschmark; it promptly doubles in value against the Euro which itself
would fall considerably as its strongest member had left.

German goods would become hugely expensive; few could afford to buy them.

German economy proceeds to melt down.

So it is stuck, it has to fix the Euro.

The price of German help

Before they help with the problem they will demand concessions.

Countries will have to cede economic powers to central European structures.

Germany is in effect saying “this mess is because you lot are feckless and useless and can’t be 
trusted. If you want our money you play by our rules.”

The end game

Everyone is so fed up with the crisis (in its third year) that options which were previously abhorrent 
to parties are now “on the table”.

This phenomenon is known as “conflict fatigue” and is well illustrated by the Irish situation.

After decades of violence Unionists and Republicans became so fatigued by the conflict that they 
became willing to agree a solution which was roughly the same as had been proposed 30 years 
previously, the unimaginable had become acceptable (at the cost of untold misery and wasted time).

It’s really about the banks

The drama of the crisis has focused on Greece and to a lesser extent Spain and Italy as the markets 
have driven up the cost of their borrowing to levels that long term are unaffordable. 

The reality however is that the key issue in the crisis is the consequential banking failures that would 
be triggered by large scale sovereign debt defaults.

If you think about it, it really doesn’t matter if a country defaults on its debt ”per se” it’s only a debt 
default, companies and individuals default on debt all the time.

The concern is not the default, the concerns are:

1. The amount of the defaulting debt
2. The contagion effect

Banks hold sovereign debt as core capital (i.e. Banks own money is invested in Sovereign debt).

In part this is because the market is enormous and liquid so can cope with very large capacity 
requirements but also because such investment has been deemed “risk free” (lol) until recently.



So the “unintended consequences” of having banks holding huge amounts of sovereign debt are
that:

1. If Greece defaults this will cause banks to go bust if they hold large enough levels of Greek 
Sovereign debt

2. The markets will hammer the Sovereign debt of other compromised countries (Spain, Italy, 
Portugal, Ireland and even France). Existing debt will fall in value (as yields rise)

3. Banks across Europe will have massive write downs and balance sheets are compromised

So the contagion effect on banks is potentially terminal.

What will happen? (not an if but a when)

1. Germany is unlikely to agree to full scale Euro Bonds i.e. debt which is joint and severally 
issued in the names of all countries

2. Germany will very probably agree to a bundling of existing debts (some not all) into some 
sort of SPV (Special purpose vehicle) which will lower the nominal % debt to GDP of the 
PIGS, lessen market anxiety and therefore interest rates on future debt issuance which then 
reduces deficits (virtuous circle) 

3. Germany won’t do this until it has extracted safeguards and agreement to EU oversight of 
economies and debt ratio’s on-going (I.e. loss of sovereignty for PIGS which politicians and 
electorates will hate)

4. The ECB will stand behind banks with unlimited levels of liquidity available for 
recapitalisation. They have a printing press and they will use it. If banks start to go down it’s 
game over so this is a “whatever it takes” scenario and the ECB importantly has the mandate 
to do this

Conclusion

The Euro and Europe will not “fail”.

The truth of it is that the construct of the Euro was badly flawed, the unintended consequences of 
releasing the restrictions previously inhibiting the likes of Greece and Ireland from a borrow and 
spending spree was akin to letting the kids have the run of the sweet shop.

They gorged themselves and now there’s a big nasty mess to clear up.

It will not be allowed to happen again, the situation will resolve itself with some time and some pain,
the challenge for investors now is not to focus on the stable door of yesterdays escaped horse, it is 
to assess the potential “unintended consequences” of the massive liquidity injections from the 
various QE and LTRO measures undertaken by central banks, there is no precedent, therefore no 
map.
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